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Displaying Data Effectively Using an
Automated Process Dashboard
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Abstract—The concept of Big Data is often used to describe
any extremely large set of data and the analytical methods
used to derive meaning from it. In semiconductor manufacturing, more sensors are added to manufacturing equipment
to capture deeper levels of equipment and process data which
gives engineers the opportunity to achieve tighter control of
their manufacturing processes. The amount of data is increasing at an exponential rate, but the time available to analyze the
data is not. This means engineers must become more efficient
in finding the most critical data and responding to out-ofcontrol events. This paper expands on a paper presented at
the 2019 Compound Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology
Conference in Minneapolis. We present automated data filtering
techniques and additional Data Visualization tools that effectively
communicate results when data is presented in tables and graphs.
We show how we implemented these tools as part of a Process
Engineering Dashboard.
Index Terms—Big data, data visualization, data automation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
DVANCEMENTS in network data processing, data storage, machine to machine communications, and wireless
technology have progressed to allow quick access to increasing amounts of process and manufacturing equipment data.
Process and equipment parameter data, previously only accessible by manual transcription, is now streamed automatically
by many tool sensors. Changes in temperature, gas flows, etch
endpoint characteristics, deposition rates, chemical concentrations, test data, and tool recipe parameters, for example, are
readily accessible to the process and equipment engineer when
monitoring and troubleshooting manufacturing processes.
However, reviewing increasing volumes of data leaves less
time to see through noise and visual clutter in graphs and
tables. Existing methods of data review cannot keep up.
Data filtering and analysis must summarize results succinctly
to highlight only the parameters that need the most urgent
attention.
By applying statistical filtering techniques and
Data Visualization tools, it is possible to detect shifts
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in manufacturing data in real time while safely delaying
review of processes that are in control.

II. B IG M ANUFACTURING DATA
The concept of “Big Data” could be considered as hyperbole or a marketing term used to sell data analytics software,
especially if Big Data is described as a ‘mindset’ or ‘just a lot
more data’ [2]. However, there may be a better definition.
In the last 50 years five factors relating to data access have
converged (see Figure 1):
1) Exponential drop in data storage costs
2) Exponential growth of the number of transistors (and
number of cores) in processor chips [3]
3) Exponential increase in data transmission speeds
4) Exponential growth of the number of devices connected
to the Internet
5) Exponential increase in the number of Internet sites and
Internet traffic volume
When access to data grows exponentially and simultaneously in multiple dimensions, we can lose our ability to
extract and communicate its most critical elements in real
time. If we cannot keep up, information is lost and we are
buried by it. Until the last decade, if data could not be analyzed it was often because we could not access it. With
Big Data, access to data is no longer the main bottleneck.
We are.
Five decades ago, process control required transcribing
data from process equipment EPROMs and logic board displays onto paper statistical control charts. We used a slide
rule or calculator to manually calculate results with formulas
printed at the bottom of the chart to be able to see data as it
has changed over time. As part of root cause analysis of process issues we ‘simply’ filtered out common cause variation to
see special cause variation. Data processing power advanced
with the introduction of computers in the 1970’s and 1980’s.
Sharing data was much faster when the Internet appeared in the
1990’s. Faster fixed and wireless data communication rates in
the 2000’s made it possible to extract data directly from tools
and store it in a database on a company network. Engineers
not only could see data closer to real time, but could use
the time saved from extracting data to investigate details at
a much deeper level. During these decades, limited access to
the data and slower processing capability impacted our ability
to observe all of the critical data parameters. Data Access was
the bottleneck.
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Fig. 2.
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A fishbone diagram for process input parameters [8].

human, process and equipment factors [8]. But having ready
access to all of these variables in real time can overwhelm an
engineer. Little time is left to respond to charts that shift outof-control or to complete thorough root cause investigations
(see Figure 2).
Easy access to data makes our ability to analyze it the new
bottleneck in effective data communication.
IV. A N AUTOMATED P ROCESS E NGINEERING DASHBOARD

Fig. 1. A multidimensional confluence of exponentially faster access to
data [4]–[7].

III. S PIN T HE B OTTLE
The problem with easy access to data is easy access to data.
Namely, increasing volumes of data require more efficient
ways to remove noise and see the signal. The time saved in
not having to wait for extracted data is overshadowed by the
amount of data available.
Process engineers can use an Ishikawa or Fishbone Diagram
to identify incoming material, metrology, environmental,

One technique to see the most important data first, is to filter
out data in statistical process control. We have implemented
a Web-based Process Engineering Dashboard which emphasizes out-of-control data. Additional filters for process area,
process layer, test data, equipment data, incoming material
data help each engineer focus on their area of responsibility.
Data Visualization tools help communicate the most relevant
information effectively (see Figure 3).
This dashboard is organized so that the engineer can select
a process area from the top menu and a process layer from
the left menu to see a Web page displaying only their outof-control process control charts. Charts in-control can be
reviewed at a lower frequency by selecting the ‘All Charts’
button. If the engineer wants a more detailed analysis, the
data does not need to be extracted again. Links to all raw data
and graphs for that process area and process parameter are
listed by selecting the ‘All Links’ button. If the engineer does
want to extract the data again, the link to the script that generated the charts and summary tables is provided as shown in
Figure 4. Additional filters are selected from dropdown lists
for each process area. To filter data by product technology, the
engineer can select the ‘Tech’ option and see all processes by
technology.
To monitor incoming materials, such as photoresist batch
qualification data, chemical batch certificate of analysis data,
metal target purity data for evaporated metals, etc., there is
a ‘Material’ menu option (see Figure 5).
For output data, such as parametric test data for that process
area, there is a ‘Test’ menu option.
The dashboard and the script engine behind it are a powerful
way to filter data. However, it must be presented in a way to
highlight the most critical information.
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Fig. 3.

An Automated Process Engineering Dashboard.

Fig. 4.

Accessing raw data and script files.

Fig. 5.

Selecting other process data.

V. C OMMUNICATING DATA E FFECTIVELY
When presenting data the only objective is to get the message across clearly and effectively. If your audience does not
understand your data summary within a few seconds they can
easily be distracted. If in a manufacturing facility two tools out

Fig. 6.

Control chart format developed in the 1980’s.

of 10 have a drifting process, the engineer must take immediate action to identify the source(s) of the problem, contain it,
and prevent further impact on additional product. If the engineer is not notified quickly and product is manufactured on
these tools, product may need to be scrapped or reworked.
Response time is money.
Our existing Manufacturing Execution System (MES)
shows manufacturing data, such as the simple X-bar, R control
chart shown in Figure 6, only for one variable at a time. This
system cannot highlight the most urgent data. Nor can it spot
relationships between different types of data parameters. The
data in the graph must be re-extracted if further analysis is
needed. Comparison of several tools within one graph is not
possible. Overall, it has significant limitations as an analytical
tool.
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A. Data Visualization Techniques
To make data stand out the user must be able to hide nondata graphic elements, such as chart and table borders, and
any graph element that does not convey data. This concept
was proposed by Edward Tufte [9]. By ‘minimizing ink’,
every pixel or dot in a table or graph must provide useful
information so it does not distract the user from seeing the
intended message. Figure 7a, b, c illustrate how data tables
created by Microsoft Excel can be enhanced, as suggested by
Steven Few [10].
Figure 7a shows data surrounded by dark borders. Cell
boundaries are not data and do not add value to the message being presented. The border is the same shade as the
data itself, making the data a little harder to see.
Figure 7b displays the same data with light gray cell boundaries and column titles and summaries put in bold type. This
change improves readability by increasing contrast of the
data to background.
Figure 7c illustrates how removing the borders makes the
data stand out. A thin grey line distinguishes the header and
summary from the raw data. A light grey box draws attention
to the single statistic intended as the key point of the summary. Centering numeric data column values within a column
is only recommended when all values have the same number
of digits. Since the eye and brain naturally compare adjacent
objects of different lengths, centering columns with different
data lengths can distract the user. Since the ‘Bin’ columns
have a different number of digits, centering would misalign
digits, making comparisons among rows difficult. The Yield
column is the primary column of interest. Centering the yield
column allows white space to be equidistant to other columns,
making comparisons among rows easier.
Just as with data tables, most software packages provide
more information than necessary in their default graph temc
Software from SAS, Inc. to create
plates. We use JMP
scripts that extract, analyze, and plot our manufacturing data.
Figure 8a shows an example of a default JMP histogram
distribution and related summary statistics.
The histogram borders can be removed since they do not
provide useful information. The box plot can be simplified
with thin lines to show a +/− 3σ range and a dot and white
space around it to show the mean and interquartile range,
respectively. The data tables include data we do not need.
We just want to show the mean, standard deviation, data sample size, and normality of the data distribution as shown in
Figure 8b.

Fig. 7. (a) Original table: Data and borders are both dark. (b) Improve
data contrast with lighter borders. (c) Focus is on data instead of table
structure.

VI. U SING C OLOR E FFECTIVELY
The use of color can either highlight data or bury it in
spectral noise. Judicious use of color can enhance the message
in a data summary. Since people absorb graphic data more
quickly than a table of numbers, tables should only be used
when it does not make sense to graph the data, or if the enduser requires data to be presented in a table format.
When it is necessary to present data in tables, color can be
used to group a single parameter of interest. The first table
in Figure 9 shows a set of raw data in its default format.

Fig. 8. (a) Default Histogram and Basic Statistics Display. (b) Minimized
Histogram and Statistical Tables.

This table does not provide any cues to show what is important. The second table highlights critical data in bold and
red text. As in the prior table example, a thin grey line is
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Fig. 9.
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Using Color to Highlight Data in Tables.

added to distinguish the header row from the data. Noncritical text can be deemphasized with a gray font color. If
the intent is to encourage data comparison or see groups,
assign the same color to common values as shown in the last
column.
In the last table the date format is modified to use the
same number of digits. The white space is balanced between
columns so that the user is not distracted by the different lengths that might cause comparison of rows of dates.
Balanced white space avoids directing the user toward noncritical information.
It is important to note that adding color to cell shading or
fonts can be easily overused. It is best to limit these methods
to only one column of shading and one or two columns for
font color to avoid confusing the user. Using more than two
font colors or fonts will add visual noise.
In this table display format there are three display dimensions: bold font, font color, and shading.
Critical (Bold Red Text): Date.
Non-Critical (Grey Text): Parts.
Key Parameter (Cell Shading): Common Problems.
A fourth display dimension can be added simply by sorting one data column. In this example if the ‘Date Detected’
column is critical, sorting can group the rows to allow for
visual comparison for commonality or correlation with data in
the other columns. Sorting can emphasize data without adding
new visual distraction.
When graphing data, color is typically used to distinguish
data sets for a single parameter. In Figure 10, a parameter from
five different tools is plotted in a statistical process control
chart. The first three default colors offered by the software
use the primary colors: blue, red and green. Since red and
green are commonly used as colors for the control limits and
target in a process control chart, any data that overlaps these
limit lines can be harder to see. For our process engineering
dashboard, we created an add-in for the JMP software that uses
other colors to provide contrast for red and green data points
(See Figure 11).

VII. B EING M INDFUL OF C OLOR B LINDNESS
When presenting data and using colors to distinguish or
emphasize data sets, it is important to understand color blindness [11], [12]. Typically color blind users do not make it
publicly known, so it seems uncommon. In reality, four to
eight percent of men and 0.5 percent of women have red-green
color blindness, the most common form.

Fig. 10.

Using Color in Graphs.

Fig. 11. Modified colors to enhance data contrast to target and control limits.

Fig. 12.

Color perception by persons with red-green color blindness [11].

These users can have difficulty distinguishing
• Mid-reds from mid-greens
• Blue-greens from grey and mid-pinks
• Bright greens from yellows
• Pale pinks from light grey
• Mid-reds from mid-brown
• Light blues from with lilac
To ensure data points are distinguishable by all users, use
different marker shapes and colors (see Figure 13).
VIII. F ILTERING O UT-O F -C ONTROL DATA
The data in Figure 13 appears to be in control. Since
data sets overlap it is hard to see trends by individual tools.
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Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Displaying tool information side-by-side.

Fig. 15.

The Western Electric Rules used in JMP.
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Using symbols to help distinguish data.

Comparison is easier when tool data is displayed side by side
as is replotted in Figure 14. Differences among tools immediately become visible. We see out-of-control data for Tool V
(on the left), but also for Tools X and Y (third and fourth tools
from the left).
These plots use JMP scripts with Western Electric
Rules [13] to define process control. The engineer can toggle
each Western Electric Rule on or off in the script.
Since this dashboard is not directly tied to our MES, tools
are not automatically shut down when a process is out of
control. The engineer can freely experiment to see which
rule(s) should be applied to production data (see Figure 15).
IX. E NSURING O NLY THE L ATEST DATA I S U SED
At some manufacturing process steps it is possible to rework
product if the data is out of control and if the rework procedure
does not change the product. For example, in photolithography,
an incomplete pattern, scratched resist or an out-of-control
critical dimension can be recovered by removing the photoresist with a solvent and re-patterning affected wafers. If
critical dimension data was collected before the rework, it is
important to remove this data since the measurement is from
a structure that has been replaced with a new one. Only the
most recent measurement data is valid. The old data can be
removed by sorting the data by the time when the part was
measured in descending time order. This places the most recent
data above the original data in the data table. Then by joining
the data table to itself, the most recent data remains. When
joining data, the columns containing the unique part number
should be matched and duplicate values should be discarded
or excluded from further analysis.
X. A PPLYING DATA V ISUALIZATION T ECHNIQUES TO
JMP S CRIPTING C ODE
One of the challenges of maintaining a new data system
such as a dashboard is that each user will need to update their
script as their processes change. It is important to make the
scripting easy to understand so that each engineer can maintain

their own scripts. However, the JMP script language is very
different from other programming languages and it has a steep
learning curve.
To make JMP scripts easier to understand and learn, we
have reformatted and modularized the code format to make
common code functions easier to see. The JMP script code
in Figure 16 shows the first of four pages used to display
one histogram plot, which includes code to turn off unwanted
statistics in the tables next to the histogram (revisit Figure 8).
The code splits instructions for each function and subroutine across many lines. To see the entire code the user must
scroll through many pages to understand its functionality. This
structure becomes unmanageable when combined with code to
display many control charts.
We compressed the code layout and created a JMP template
script that groups common code elements. The four pages of
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Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.
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Fig. 18.

Code elements as LEGO building bricks.

Fig. 19.

Restructured script code in modular sections.

Default code to plot a histogram in JMP.

Same histogram code: compressed, reformatted.

script for the histogram were condensed into a single page.
Parameter values in each line were aligned to other lines in
a matrix format to make it easier to see the functionality.
When organized in this manner, errors in the code syntax
can be detected more quickly, because text would be out of
alignment if a character was missing. White space was added
between code sections to show changes in code functionality
(see Figure 17).
To enhance code reusability, process limits were parameterized so a single set of values defined at the top of the script
can be can be called from other locations within the script.
When this reformatting is applied to the entire script, the user
can stitch together functions like LEGO building bricks (see
Figures 18, 19).

Since these scripts are simple text files, we replicate the
script templates and simple HTML templates with Python
scripts to make up the process engineering dashboard. Once
replicated, the specification and control limit parameters and
the data access parameters can be updated.
In Figure 19, the code flows in the order shown in Figure 18.
The connection string, query, output table name are defined
before the data table is opened. The histogram code is
listed next. Code for control charts (not shown) follows.
Reformatting JMP code in this way makes it easier to reuse
and easier to learn. Users can paste code sections together
and see how changing individual parameters can affect the
displayed data.
XI. C ONCLUSION
Interacting with Big Manufacturing Data requires engineers
to learn new ways to identify and address the most critical
data first. Out-of-control process data can be emphasized by
using filters to separate data in control and out-of-control.
Data must be formatted in a way to communicate the results
effectively and quickly. One way to do this is to minimize
unneeded ‘ink’ in data tables and graphs and to use color
judiciously to highlight the most critical elements. Displaying
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data from multiple sources side-by-side in a control chart can
expose out-of-control data that would be otherwise hidden
when data from multiple sources are overlapped on the same
chart.
Our Automated Engineering Dashboard filters data by
Process Area, Process Layer, Product Technology and has
options to display incoming material data and test data. The
code in the JMP scripting templates has been restructured to
promote reuse and faster learning and to make it easier for
engineers to maintain their Web pages.
Python scripts promote quick duplication of JMP script and
HTML templates which can provide fast updates to Web pages
for each process area.
The combination of automated filtered data extraction along
with Data Visualization techniques can help users find and act
on shifting processes quickly.
ACRONYMS
CD:
Cpk :
EPROM:
MES:

Critical Dimension
Capability Index
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
Manufacturing Execution System.
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